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ABSTRACT
l hough sim le

ran s encouraging mindfulness and favoring minimalism are becoming popular at

rapidly increasing rates, the relationship between consumer materialism or olun ar sim lici

VS

ideology and formation of consumer self/brand connections after e osure o he a s i h ma erialis ic or
VS theme has not been studied and directly compared. he rocess un erl ing he orma ion o self/brand
connec ions has no

eing em iricall

using an e erimen al a
ma erialis ic a

eal

es e ei her. his a er a resses hese ga s in he li era ure

roach. he in ings in ica e ha a er e osure o he a

u no

olun ar sim li iers form strong bonds with the brand. On the other hand,

materialistic consumers form strong self/ ran connec ions hen e ose
materialistic and VS a

ih

eals. he in ings sho

connec ions hen e ose

o he a s

ih

ha

a

o he a s i h o h

o h high ma erialis s an sim li iers orm ran

eal u or un amen all

i eren reasons.

Materialism fosters self-brand connections by evoking thoughts about wisdom and good life, while
voluntary simplicity fosters self-brand connections by evoking ad-related nostalgic thoughts and thoughts
a ou e uali . he resul s ha e important implications for brand managers trying to forge strong brand
connections while targeting segments of consumers with different values.
Key words: materialism, voluntary simplicity, consumer self/brand connections, cognitive response,
advertising
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INTRODUCTION
The connections individuals make between themselves and branded offerings, defined as
personal connections between individuals and brands, such that consumer has included the brand
in his or her self-concept, is an essential concept in consumer research and the practice of brand
strategy. Multiple benefits of consumer self/brand connections to marketers are reported in the
literature, such as improved brand loyalty and trust, brand advocacy, increased willingness to pay
(WTP) a price premium, and greater tolerance of brand transgressions and negative brand
information [MacInnis et al., 2009].How and why consumers form (or do not form) consumer
self/brand connections are questions that sparked curiosity of a number of marketing scholars
[e.g., Moore, D.J. and P.M. Homer. , 2007; Escalas, J.E. 2004]. Research attempted to address
these questions suggesting that consumer self-brand connections are driven by self-enhancement
and self-concept maintenance motives [Escalas and Bettman 2003],

or, in other words,

suggesting that consumers recognize the symbolic nature of brands and their potential to serve as
a signal of who they are and desire to be [Escalas & Bettman, 2009]. Research also suggested
that self/brand connections can provide consumers with a sense of security. For example,
Rindfleisch, Burroughs & Wong [2009] applied TMT (terror management theory) within the
consumer research domain and demonstrated that existential insecurity can be a key factor in the
formation of connections that consumers with higher levels of materialism forge with their
brands. It was recognized that multiple positive consequences, such as improved consumer wellbeing, might result from consumer self-brand connections [Shrum, L. J. et al., 2013]. Two
individual factors that can affect consumers predisposition to bond with the brands are
materialism and voluntary simplicity [Wang and Wallendorf, 2006; Huneke ,2005]. A number of
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conceptualizations of materialism have provided a foundation for the empirical research and shed
some light on certain consequences of materialism. It was proposed that materialism is a
personal value that reflects the high personal relevance of material possessions [Richins &
Dawson, 1992], a personality domain that manifests itself as a wide range of behaviors that
individuals undertake with respect to possessions [Belk, 1985], a focus on extrinsic motivators
as financial achievements and social status [Kasser & Ryan, 1993], “both a means to achieving
ends and a desired end state in itself” [Csikszentmihalyi & Rochberg-Halton, 1981], and a
motivated goal pursuit directed at constructing and maintaining self-identity [Shrum et. al, 2013].
As materialism research evolved, different paradigms [Shrum et. al, 2013] emerged in explaining
materialism and its antecedents and consequences. The present research adopts definition of
materialism as a personal value that reflects the high level of importance assigned by consumers
to material possessions. The predominant focus of materialism research was, traditionally, on
consumer connections with the brands they currently own and on understanding consumer
connections as a means of buffering existential insecurity among materialists [Rindfleisch,
Burroughs & Wong ,2009]. This paper addresses a significant gap in the marketing literature by
studying the relationships between materialistic and VS values and formation of consumer
self/brand connections after exposure to the ad. In addition to exploring how materialists from
self/brand connections, with the recent interest in a topic of voluntary simplicity [Elgin, 2010],
this paper seeks to contribute to the literature by developing and experimentally testing a model
explaining how voluntary simplifiers form self/brand connections upon exposure to marketing
messages. Voluntary simplicity ideology came into being in the 1970s. The assumptions on
which this ideology is based—minimalism, environmental knowledge and ecological
motivations, and commitment to self-improvement [Elgin and Mitchell 2003]— are subordinated
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to the principle of self-limitation [Kasperek, 2017]. While simplifiers engage in “consumption
downshifting” and have tendency to choose time over money (i.e., “work downshifting”), and, as
a result, voluntary simplicity is frequently treated as an extreme form of anti-consumption
ideology, this paper recognizes that it is virtually impossible for a citizen to exist outside of the
marketplace and there is a rapid increase in a number of brands reflecting VS ideology.
Therefore, the current study encompasses an expanded view of voluntary simplicity that
recognizes that simplifiers are also consumers to whom many "green" or "simple" brands are
being marketed and, therefore, there is a critical need to understand if and how simplifiers form
self/brand connections. Major gaps exist in the literature as no one has examined the effects of
VS ideology on consumer self/brand connections post exposure to advertising. In addition, no
one has directly compared the effects of materialism and voluntary simplicity on self/brand
connections and the role of underlying processes in the formation of self/brand connections.
This paper addresses these research issues.
This study seeks to advance our understanding of whether, why, and to what extent different
marketing messages may foster the formation of consumer self/brand connections among
consumers with high levels of materialism and voluntary simplifiers. The paper posits that an ad
with voluntary simplicity theme will facilitate self/brand connections among both consumer with
higher levels of materialism and voluntary simplifiers but the underlying mechanisms are
expected to be different. Specifically, in line with past research which has already established
that messages that are congruent with individual predispositions are more effective [Kivetz 2005,
Mitchell, Kahn, and Knasko 1995], it is predicted that an ad with VS theme will effectually
foster consumer self/brand connections among simplifiers because it elicits nostalgic thoughts
and thoughts about equality, both congruent with VS ideology. In contrast, the same ad will
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facilitate consumer self/brand connections among individuals with higher levels of materialism
because it evokes thoughts about wisdom and good life and, therefore, enables materialists to
ascribe transformative powers to the brand advertised. Therefore, the findings indicate that
materialistic consumers develop bonds not only under condition of existential insecurity, as past
research has shown [Rindfleisch, Burroughs & Wong, 2009]. This paper also posits that an ad
with materialistic theme will foster the formation of consumer self/brand connections among
materialists for the same reasons: it will elicit thoughts about wisdom and good life. However,
the ad with materialistic theme will be ineffectual to facilitate self/brand connections among
simplifiers because of its incongruity with VS ideology. While formation of consumer self-brand
connections has been observed among materialists, this paper is the first that reports such
observations among voluntary simplifiers.
The study tests the effects of materialism and voluntary simplicity on consumer self/brand
connections using a lab experiment and examines the mechanisms underlying formation of
self/brand connections after exposure to the ads with either VS or materialistic themes. The
paper is the first one that directly compares different cognitive and attitudinal mechanisms of
forming brand connections among materialists versus simplifiers.

THEORETICAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES
Consumer Self Brand Connections
Consumer self/brand connections (SBC) refers to the degree to which an individual has
integrated a brand into one’s overall sense of identity [Escalas and Bettman, 2003]. People are
motivated to develop and maintain subjective concepts of themselves [Swann & Bosson, 2010]
and SBC construct reflects that the development, validation and maintenance of the self-concept
is one of the driving forces behind brand acquisitions. With true self/brand connections,
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consumers have a close relationship with the brand such that they actively seek different means
to interact with the brand and engage in various pro-brand behaviors [Batra, Ahuvia, & Bagozzi,
2012]. Building strong consumer/brand relationships is one of the main goals of brand managers
[Ahluwalia, Burnkrant, & Unnava, 2000].

Self-brand connection (SBC) may mitigate

detrimental effects of brand tainted reputation due to decreased perceived brand quality and
declining trust [Gerzema, 2009]. The challenges arise from aligning a variety of consumers’
identity motives, such as a verification a positive self-concept or an influx of a feeling that one's
life is meaningful into the working self-concept, with brands that can potentially help to signal
these positive identities [Belk, 1988].

Individual factors behind the identity motives may

influence a propensity to form bonds with the brands. This paper explores how two types of
personal values, materialism and VS ideology, shape consumers self/brand connections.
Consumer Materialism
A number of conceptualization of materialism can be found in the literature. Belk [1985] views
materialism as an amalgam of the personality predispositions of greed, jealousy, and
nongenerosity. Kasser [Kasser, 2002] discusses materialistic behaviors as extrinsically
motivated, as opposed to behaviors addressing intrinsic motives such as competence and growth.
The concept of instrumental and terminal materialism was introduced by Csikszentmihalyi and
Rochberg-Halton [1981]. A defining characteristic of instrumental materialism is the acquisition
and use of possessions that enable people to advance towards satisfying the needs described by
Maslow and others, such as safety, belonging, and esteem. Conversely, terminal materialism is
manifested when the acquisition’s one and only goal is to keep consciousness organized and
focused on some activity that requires attention as a way to fill worrisome emptiness that is
diffused through consciousness when consumer is not occupied by any task.
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According to Csikszentmihalyi [2000], shopping and accumulation of possessions is a relatively
easy way to manage purposelessness, anxiety and the existential vacuum. Unlike instrumental
materialism, terminal materialism is considered detrimental to well-being as shopping, using
social media or trying to avoid the purposeless state when there are no tasks to complete with
some other passive consumption activities does not help to improve well-being, as people report
being happier when they are involved in an intellectually stimulating activity, such as reading,
writing, painting, working on craft hobbies projects, or solving mathematical problems
[Csikszentmihaiyi, 2000]. According to Shrum, L. J. et al. [2013], the function of materialism is
the verification and enhancement of the self. Accordingly, brands link consumption with a
variety of identity motives identified by Vignoles, et al. [2006]: self-esteem, continuity,
distinctiveness, belonging, efficacy, and meaning. Shrum, L. J. et al. [2013] proposed that the
function of materialism is to verify and enhance self-concept, which is accomplished through
symbolic consumption. Acquisitions may serve as a self-signal or other-signal, e.g. an expensive
handbag may be used to signal to others that one has economic capital and the discriminating eye
of the person with a high social status or an expensive handbag may be acquired as a self-signal
that indicates, “I am an accomplished person and I am good at what I do.” This is a broad,
inclusive conceptualization of materialism that clarifies how certain aspects of materialism may
relate in some cases to increased well-being. Shrum, L. J. et al. [2013] further theorize that
increased materialism leads to diminished subjective well-being only insofar as acquisitions are
performed with the explicit purpose of self-enhancement through other-signaling. Shrum L. J. et
al. [2013] conceptualization of materialism encompasses Csikszentmihalyi’s [2000] concept of
instrumental materialism as two have overlapping areas. The materialism-induced individual
practices have been widely researched following theoretical and empirical approaches suggested
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by Richins and colleagues [Richins, 2011; Richins & Dawson, 1992], which regard materialism
as “a set of centrally held beliefs about the importance of possessions in one’s life.” This
approach views materialism as a value [Rindfleisch, Burroughs, and Wong, 2009], which is a
manifestations of a well-established paradigm picturing values as goal-directed cognitive
structures that exerts normative and cognitive pressures toward conforming to specific value
frameworks. Accordingly, consumers may be motivated to foster self-brand connections because
they hold transformation expectation, which, according to Richins [2011, 145], is “the belief that
one’s self or one’s life will be changed in a significant and meaningful way by the acquisition
and use of a product.” According to Richins [2011], materialists are more inclined than
nonmaterialists to believe that individual consumer behavior reform through purposeful
acquisitions will allow them to transform into an ideal person they want to be, enable them to
have a more meaningful life, and enable them to practice wisdom with which they carry out daily
tasks [Mick, Spiller, and Baglioni, 2011].
It is proposed here that materialists can exhibit equal propensity to form connections with the
brands

conveying materialistic or VS values because they

can contribute equally to the

construction (or maintenance) of an ideal identity. Thus, when exposed to the ads with either
materialistic or VS themes, consumers with higher levels of materialism will see the brand as an
instrument of self-enhancement or self-maintenance. Consumers with higher levels of
materialism believe that people’s acquisitions can say a great deal about who they are [Belk,
1988] and, as a result, often display acquisitions as a signal (to others or to themselves) of
desired identities [Shrum, L. J. et al., 2013, Richins, 1994]. Hence, based on these literatures, it is
hypothesized that:
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H1: The interaction between consumer materialism and advertising appeal will affect consumer
self/brand connections, such that:
H1.1 Consumers high levels of materialism form stronger self/brand connections than
consumers with low levels of materialism after an exposure to either voluntary simplicity
or materialism themed ads
H1.2 Consumers with low levels of materialism form stronger brand connections than
consumers with high levels of materialism after exposure to a voluntary simplicity
themed, but not materialism themed ads.
Consumer Voluntary Simplicity
This study also stresses the need for developing a better understanding of the role of consumers’
identity-related motives in explaining the relationship between a voluntary simplicity (VS)
ideology and self/brand connections. The VS movement, the core principle of which is selflimitation, came into being in the 1970s and was popularized by Duane Elgin [2010, 2009,1993],
one of the earliest promoters of the VS ideology. This ideology became an important topic of
public debate during the time of youth’s countercultural rebellion, which was a new wave of the
ideological disagreement over consumer culture in industrial society [Kasperek,2017].
Consumers embraced the culture of consumption while participating in the market economy,
which have had a transformational impact on economic stability and success. However,
consumer’s culture is often conceived and a culprit responsible for the problems caused by
excessive consumption and over-commercialization: intentionally visible consumption does little
to improve people’s quality of life and may not be an appropriate path toward environmental
sustainability. It has been argued that the growing rates of acquisition of consumer goods has
resulted in self-centered, opportunistic consumers, seeking self-identification and gratification
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through goods at the expense of altruistic motivations and concern about environmental
protection [Horowitz, 2004]. The basic tenet of VS ideology is that through reducing overall
consumption levels, consumption can maximize positive lifestyle benefits while transcending
individualism in line with altruistic motivations, environmental, social and political, and to lead a
life that has more meaning and purpose [García-de-Frutos et al., 2019]. Empirical findings
indeed showed that voluntary simplifiers engage in downshifting practices by limiting
consumption and “choosing personal growth over economic growth and time over money”
[Nelson et al., 2007]. However, as Arnould [2007] has asserted, consumers can’t escape the
marketplace. Furthermore, Maniates [2002] argues that the VS philosophy is commodified as
ecological products and “simple” consumption items are being marketed sometimes with
excessive zeal. While simplifiers distrust the marketplace, they still must acquire, own, and
dispose. As such, it is possible that while simplifiers misdoubt the marketplace, they may place
great confidence and trust in the brands that resonate with VS ideology. As such, there is a need
to explore this possibility. Some researchers speculated that consumers seeking to engage in VS
lifestyle must disregard the notion of a brand been capable of reflecting associations congruent
with an ideal consumer identity, [Belk, 2007]. For example, Nelson et al. [2007], in agreement
with Etzioni [1998], suggest that voluntary simplifiers value goods for function and not for the
symbolic nature of the acquisitions. This may suggest that simplifiers, by resisting certain
marketing practices and facilitating other marketing practices, in a way, support consumer
culture, in a manner distinctly different from the general population. It is suggested in this paper
that despite holding consumption beliefs and values distant from the ones held by other average
mainstream consumers, particularly consumers with high levels of materialism, voluntary
simplifiers have both self-oriented and other-oriented symbolic motives to connect with brands
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so that their acquisitions can signal their values to the self or to others. Thus, simplifiers foster
connections with the brands reflecting voluntary simplicity values while engaging in “moral
identity work” [Johnson, 2004]. Politicizing of consumption transforms simplifiers into
individuals who consciously choose brands that fit with the simplifiers desired self-concepts—
and who habitually ask how the brand allows to express personal ideological concerns.
According to Sandlin & Walther [2009], simplifiers draw from a wide variety of moral doctrines
while defining themselves as “worthwhile and good people” [Grigsby, 2004, p. 20]. When there
is incompatibility between mainstream consumer ideology and ethical consumer ideology such
as VS, a strong identification with one group can result in developing a reflexive distance from
the
other. Thus, individuals who adopted VS lifestyle are less likely to identify with the wider
culture of consumption. Furthermore, simplifiers are determined to reconstructing their identities
as moral agents who resist the dominant contemporary ideology of western consumerism.
Therefore, simplifiers’

moral-agency-as-resistance leads to refusing mainstream, status-quo

brands and becoming connected to the brands with new identities, which represent new forms of
subjectivity influenced by voluntary simplicity philosophy, namely, living a life of purpose.
Therefore, it is proposed here that voluntary simplifiers have a greater propensity to form strong
brand connections when exposed to the ads with VS theme (but not materialistic theme) than
non-simplifiers; this difference will be especially pronounced for the brands that can be thought
of as a means of reinventing a sense self as moral agents, an identity which simplifiers are
striving for.
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Hence, based on these literatures, it is hypothesized that:
H2: The congruence between voluntary simplifiers’ values and advertising theme will
strengthen consumer self/brand connections, such that:
H2.1 Voluntary simplifiers form stronger self/brand connections after exposure to
a voluntary simplicity themed ad, but not materialism themed ad.
H2.2 Individuals with lower levels of voluntary simplicity values form self/brand
connections of the same strength after exposure to either voluntary simplicity or
materialism themed ads.
AD-EVOKED THOUGHTS AND ATTITUDE TOWARD THE AD (Aad)
The theorizing presented earlier in this paper suggests that consumers with higher levels of
materialism seek connection to the brands featured in the ads with either materialistic and VS
theme, while consumers with high levels of VS seek connection to the brands featured in the ads
with VS theme only. What remains to be examined is whether and/or how different cognitive
responses will influence this ad theme -> self/brand connections relationship. Extensions of this
framework focus on obtaining a more complete understanding concerning the cognitive and
attitudinal pathways through which ad themes foster and solidify consumer self/brand
connections.
Although there are some similarities in the way consumer materialism and voluntary simplicity
interacts with the advertising theme when consumer self- brand connections are formed, the
underlying cognitive and attitudinal mechanisms could be quite different.
Materialism and Cognitive Responses
When encountering a message that resonates with their identity motives, individuals with high
levels of materialism are likely to form self/brand connections based upon the belief that the
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brand can improve their everyday life, contribute to successful social relationships, foster a
favorable self-perception, or assist in the pursuit of the life of contentment and happiness, or
enhance the effectiveness with which they carry out daily tasks [Richins 2011]). The tenets of
Network Theory [Anderson 1976; Collins and Loftus 1975] in conjunction with the elaborative
and organizational properties of the self-structure in memory [Symons and Johnson 1997],
provide contribution to explaining the causal linkage between these beliefs and the formation of
self/brand connections. According to the Network Theory, the ad with both materialistic and VS
theme is expected to activate a more extensive associative network in individuals with high (but
not low) levels of materialism [Baker and Kennedy 1994]. For example, when a person with high
level of materialism evaluates an advertised brand favorably because they satisfy
intrinsic goals related to personal growth, that individual will experience an activation of a strong
network of associations and memories pertinent to that personal goals. For consumers with
higher levels of materialism, aroused associations are expected to be salient and easily
retrievable due to their relevance to achieving important personal goals. Applying Network
Theory assumptions in the ad exposure context, to the extent that consumers with high levels of
materialism expect that the brand will enable them to achieve goals motivated by the self
[Richins, 2013; Richins, 2011; Escalas & Bettman, 2005], they are likely to experience salient
ad-evoked thoughts.
Ad-Evoked Thoughts about Wisdom
After the concept of "practical wisdom of the consumer" was proposed by Mick and Schwartz in
2012, a stream of research was formed devoted to exploring various forms of rationalization and
control that consumers are beginning to show in consumption behavior. This work culminated in
the field’s first empirically grounded theoretical framework of consumer wisdom allowing to
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understand, maintain, and improve consumer well-being. Wisdom is defined as quality enabling
someone “to do the right thing in the right way for the right reasons” to live a good life
[Schwartz & Sharpe, 2010] and, therefore, is thought of as a prerequisite for a good life. In
addition, according to one of the predominant paradigms of sociopsychological research,
wisdom’s leading objective is well-being, which is encompassed by a combination of the
physical, economic, socio-cultural, psychological, emotional, political, and spiritual dimensions
of life [Masmoudi, 2016; Ryff, 1989]. Invoking Sternberg’s balance theory of wisdom [1998],
Luchs and Mick [2018] described a wise individual as “a good decision maker who effectively
balances heart and mind, is concerned as much with the future as with the present, and considers
others’ needs as well as their own.” Luchs and Mick [2018] indicated that being wise enables
consumers to play a more constructive and influential role in improving well-being for
themselves and for others. Although the consumer is emerging as one of the central constructs in
the field of consumer studies, no paper to date have empirically explored this construct in an
advertising context. The present study begins to address this research void.
According to Dunn et al. [2011], Rindfleisch et al. [2009] and Mickenet al.[1999], individuals
with higher level of materialism are motivated to form meaningful and personal connections
between themselves and a given brand in order to gain a sense of direction and purpose. These
empirically grounded theorizing leads to the proposition that both ads with materialistic and VS
theme have a potential to activate strong self/brand connections if they are able to evoke
thoughts about wisdom since felt wisdom often provides a fulfilling sense of purpose in life. The
wisdom experienced when exposed to the ed is not ‘lived’ wisdom per se, but instead is wisdom
that is experienced through others, e.g. through identifying with a model featured in the ad.
Therefore, in case of consumers with high levels of materialism, the consumer/brand connections
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after exposure to the ad are expected to be formed when the ad evokes thoughts about wisdom.
Thus, the first pathway toward consumer/brand connections among materialists hypothesized
here is: Ad Exposure -> Ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom -> Consumer/Brand Connections.
Ad-Evoked Thoughts about Good Life
The happiness dimension of materialism, as defined by Richins [1992], in conjunctions with a
goal-pursuit function of materialism [Shrum, L. J. et al., 2013] leads to the proposition that
consumers with high levels of materialism would foster self/brand connections in order to help
themselves to become happier and to verify and/or enhance their self-concept. Hence, any ad
offering a consumer an opportunity to bolster one’s self concept is likely to evoke the thoughts
about good life. Interestingly, emerging research [Mick and Schwartz, 2012; Luchs and Mick,
2018] points out that deficit of wisdom or informed judgment plays a crucial role in the
deterioration of individual well-being [Mick and Schwartz, 2012]. It is proposed here that
thoughts about good life will be preceded by thoughts about wisdom since in order to experience
evoked thoughts about good life, materialists should believe that the advertised brand can
transform the way they perceive themselves into a wiser person, the one who possesses efficacy,
has distinct values providing guidance, and someone in touch with traditions [Richins, 2011;
Vignoles et al., 2006]. The good life can be actualized by forming connections with the brand
which is imbued with the aura of wisdom which, in turn, fosters self/brand connections among
materialists.
Kross and Grossmann’s [2012] work showed that having lab participants respond to the VS ad
motivates them to take less egocentric viewpoints, adopt a “big picture” perspective, and think
more holistically, all of which are dimensions of consumer wisdom as described by by Luchs and
Mick [2018]. These authors have shown that greater “distance from self” encouraged intellectual
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humility, cooperation, and openness to diverse viewpoints. Thus, exposure to the ads with VS
theme can stimulate distancing from the self which, in turn, evokes thoughts about wisdom,
which is a prerequisite for a “happy life.”
It is also predicted here that because of the goal-pursuit function of materialism, the wisdom
dimensions such as intentionality, contemplation, and emotional mastery will surface when
consumers with high levels of materialism are exposed to the ad with materialistic theme. This
prediction is also supported by the Luchs and Mick [2018] findings that a consumer can be wise
without any necessary allegiance to the voluntary simplicity ideology. Because there is a
negative stereotype of “materialistic” people [Fournier & Richins, 1991], the desire to acquire
and display material possessions may lead materialists to search for the balance theme in the ads
with materialistic theme that alludes to wisdom as a middle ground between the hedonism of
materialism and the asceticism of denial [Luchs & Mick, 2018]. And because there is a positive
stereotype associated with “Voluntary Simplicity” people [Luchs & Mick, 2018], the acquisition
of brands advertised with VS theme may enable people, regardless of their values, materialistic
or VS, to view themselves in a favorable light, as someone who possesses wisdom. This is
because consumer wisdom, as proposed by Luchs & Mick [2018], encompasses aspects of VS
through its “mission to advance the common good, and through its Transcendence facet and
interbeing dimension.”
Thoughts about good life are positively charged similar to thoughts about wisdom and they are
connected to the ‘imagined’ broad life outcomes such as life satisfaction and overall wellbeing.
Therefore, the exposure to the ad evokes ‘idealized’ images of the future and therefore, largely
favorable in nature.
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The downstream effects of this process on ad attitudes and self/brand connections for consumers
high on materialism is predicted to be such that advertising messages that suggest the possibility
of achievement of personal goals foster positive ad attitudes and strong self/brand connections.
Thus, the second and third pathway toward consumer/brand connections among materialists
hypothesized here are: Ad Exposure -> Ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom -> Attitude towards
the Ad -> Consumer/Brand Connections and Ad Exposure -> Ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom
-> Ad-evoked thoughts about good life ->

Attitude towards the Ad -> Consumer/Brand

Connections.
The influence of exposure to the ad on attitude toward advertising in general is expected to be
positive for consumers with high levels of materialism regardless of the type of ad theme. Yoon
[1995] found that materialism related positively to general attitude toward advertising and,
according to

Osmonbekov et al. [2009],

this relationship is strong and positive because

consumers with strong materialistic values are predisposed to focus attention on advertisements
and attention plays significant and positive role in information processing which sets the stage
for forming self/brand connection as consumers realize they can use the advertised brand
instrumentally to achieve goals motivated by the self. Therefore, the fourth pathway toward
consumer/brand connections is proposed here: Ad Exposure -> The attitude towards the ad ->
Consumer/Brand Connections.
Hence, based on these literatures, it is hypothesized that:
H3: The effects of interaction between consumer materialism and advertising theme onto brand
connections will be mediated by ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom and good life such that an ad
with either materialistic or voluntary simplicity theme will evoke stronger thoughts about good
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life and wisdom for individuals with higher levels of materialism (but not individuals with low
levels of materialism). Specifically, it is hypothesized that:
H3.1: Ad-related thoughts about wisdom (M1) will mediate the effects of the interaction
between materialism and advertising theme on brand connections.
H3.2: Ad-related thoughts about wisdom (M1) and attitude toward the ad (M3), in a
sequence (M1->M2), will mediate the effects of the interaction between materialism and
advertising theme on brand connections.
H3.3: Ad-related thoughts about wisdom (M1), ad-related thoughts about good life (M2),
and an attitude towards the ad (M3), in a sequence (M1->M2->M3), will mediate the
effect of the interaction between materialism and advertising theme on brand
connections.
H3.4: The attitude towards the ad (M3) will mediate the effects of the interaction
between materialism and advertising theme on brand connections.
Figure 1 Conceptual model of the impact of exposure to advertising on
Consumer self/brand connections and the role of consumer levels of materialism as a moderator.
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Voluntary Simplicity and Cognitive Responses
The rebirth of voluntary simplicity in the early and mid-90s appears to have more to do with
existential crises than with economic crises. People embrace voluntary simplicity ideology as
part of a life project or philosophy because they are hoping to address existential dilemmas
related to meaning of life and engage in anti-consumption or mindful consumption “as a means
of building a sense of self with which they are satisfied” [Sandlin & Walther, 2009].

For

simplifiers, the process of crafting lifestyle project identities in a culture of consumption serves
important self-expressive function and involves distancing themselves from the society's notion
of consumption being a crucial arena for responsible citizenship, which they find questionable.
The analysis by Vignoles, V. L., et al. [2006] indicates that as people construct and maintain
their identities they seek to fulfill the following six identity motives: self-esteem, continuity,
distinctiveness, belonging, efficacy, and meaning. This paper suggests that simplifiers’
continuity, distinctiveness, and meaning motives will affect the ad-evoked thoughts in response
to advertising with VS theme. It is hypothesized that search for continuity will evoke nostalgic
thoughts, which, in turn, will affect an attitude towards the ad. The search for distinctiveness and
meaning will evoke equality thoughts, which will affect an attitude towards the ad and self/brand
connections. Sandlin, J. A., & Walther, C. S. [2009] noted that moral identity formation of
simplifiers involves “identifying with a history of political activism that is typically broader in
scope than current VS movement.” Process of "becoming a simplifier" involves creating a new
identity, which refuses to accept society's normative ideals through re-introducing ideologies
which allow more morally responsible consumer citizenship. Learning moral identity involves
identifying ethical principles and defining the beliefs and values one chooses to hold. As Sandlin
& Walther [2009] note, simplifiers are well informed about various ethical doctrines which were
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the predecessors of a modern VS ideology and “take an extremely individualistic stance with
regard to which ethical codes they will follow.“
Ad-Evoked Thoughts about Nostalgy
The generally high level of importance assigned to the renouncing dominant sociocultural
values, including materialism and careerism, reflects simplifiers belief that destructive
consequences of materialism are less likely to be found in some other contemporary and
historical preindustrial societies. The U.S. consumers tend to be more materialistic and wasteful,
driven by pursuit of the American dream, keeping up with the Joneses, a belief that “more is
better,” and a desire for convenience, comfort, cleanliness and cosmetic perfection. In contrast,
other countries and cultures are more frugal by nature. Ottman [2011] cites the Swedes’ Law of
Jante (encouraging egalitarianism and community solidarity) as an example of cultural
differences in attitudes toward inequality. Strizhakova et. al. [2008] found that the brand
meaning category of traditions is based not only upon single-family histories, but also on
national heritages. It is expected, therefore, that exposure to the ads with VS themes will evoke
thoughts about traditions because of the long history that voluntary simplicity movement has in
the US and because of simplifiers greater familiarity with the history of the movement. It is
posited that ads with VS themes suggest meaning of continuity and communicate connectedness
between the past, present and the future. Given this line of discussion, the first pathway toward
consumer/brand connections hypothesized here is: Ad Exposure -> Ad-evoked nostalgic
thoughts -> attitude toward the ad -> Consumer/Brand Connections.
Ad-Evoked Thoughts about Equality
The values which VS movement embraces include, in addition to ecological awareness and
material simplicity, self-determination and personal growth [Elgin and Mitchell, 2003]. Elgin
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criticizes modern individualism understood in the categories of self-interest and breaking social
bonds, and advances a concept of society based on cooperation, mutual kindness and focus on
increasing non-material wealth: interpersonal relations, concern for community, creative
expression [Elgin, 2009]. Elgin’s belief in the existence of the Living Universe directs toward
refraining from advancing own ‘personal ambitions’ at the expense of others and concern not
only for one’s own welfare but for others’ welfare as well [Elgin 2009]. Unlike mainstream
consumers who view consumption objects as a means of reinforcing hierarchical stratification
[Veblen 1899/1965; Schor, 1998], simplifiers pursue communal and social goals, such as
promoting equality in society. Interestingly, Lee, et al. [2018] found that consumers who think of
fairness as a universal value negatively evaluate consumers who use unearned resources to
acquire luxury brands which, in turn, adversely affects consumer evaluations of the luxury
brands. It is posited in this study that simplifiers believe that luxury brands signal economic
inequality and a raw self-interest without a foundation of morality. Therefore, voluntary
simplifiers will disengage themselves from the luxury brands while tending to connect to the
brands which stand for equality and are promoted with the messages featuring an equality theme.
Thus, the second and third pathway toward consumer/brand connections hypothesized here are:
Ad Exposure -> Ad-evoked thoughts about equality-> Consumer/Brand Connections and Ad
Exposure -> Ad-evoked thoughts about equality -> Attitude towards the Ad -> Consumer/Brand
Connections.
Hence, based on these literatures, it is hypothesized that:
H4: The effects of an interaction of ad theme and voluntary simplicity onto consumer self/brand
connections will be mediated by ad-evoked thoughts about equality, nostalgic thoughts, and
attitude toward the ad. Specifically, it is hypothesized that:
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H4.1: Ad-related nostalgic thoughts (M2) and attitude toward the ad (M3), in a sequence
(M2->M3), will mediate the effects of the interaction of ad theme and voluntary
simplicity on consumer/brand connections.
H4.2: Ad-related nostalgic thoughts (M2) will mediate the effects of the interaction of ad
theme and voluntary simplicity on consumer/brand connections.
H4.3: Ad-related thoughts about equality (M1) and attitude toward the ad (M3), in a
sequence (M1->M3), will mediate the effects of the interaction of ad theme and voluntary
simplicity on consumer/brand connections.
Figure 2. Research Mediation Model of Voluntary Simplicity Ad Theme Predicting Brand
Connections. Ad-evoked thoughts about equality, nostalgic thoughts, and attitude towards the ad
are the mediators, *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001.
.

To sum up, this paper posits that consumers with high levels of materialism form self/brand
connections after exposure to the ad, regardless of its theme, to satisfy identity motives, e.g.
verifying or enhancing their self-concepts which enhances feelings of immense meaning and
intentionality or envisionment of a purposeful and diligent lifestyle [Vignoles et al., 2006].
C91 E21 M37 Z13
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Furthermore, materialists’ ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom and good life will mediate the
effects of the ad on consumer self-brand connections. This paper argues that, unlike materialists,
simplifiers will form self-brand connections with the brands reflecting voluntary simplicity
values. Voluntary simplifiers will be inclined to distance themselves from the brands promoted
using materialism-themed ads and, instead, connect to the brands promoted with the messages
evoking VS ideology congruent thoughts, e.g. thoughts about equality and traditions (nostalgic
thoughts). Hence, it is postulated that self/brand connections of both consumers with higher
levels of materialism and simplifiers are shaped by signaling (to themselves and others) purpose
of the symbolic acquisition but their differences in personal values govern different types of
symbols they value. The politicizing of consumption transforms simplifiers into individuals who
consciously consider the signaling (to themselves and others) consequences of the brand
choice— and who routinely ask how the brand allows to express personal ideological concerns.
In contrast materialists, who are also driven by identity motives, form connections with the
brands promoted with the ads having either materialistic or VS theme when the brands allow
consumers’ augmented selves to have a fulfilling sense of purpose in life.
TESTING HYPOTHESIS 1
Overview
Print ads with materialistic and voluntary simplicity themes were selected and utilized to
investigate Hypothesis 1. Specifically, stronger brand connections were expected to be formed
when voluntary simplifiers are exposed to an ad with voluntary simplicity theme and when
materialists are exposed to an ad with either voluntary simplicity and materialistic theme. These
ads were examined requesting participants to list thoughts evoked after exposure as well as using
the items to demonstrate the viability of the manipulations utilized in the study.
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Procedure
Participating 161 undergraduate students from two comprehensive higher education institutions
at the Northeast of the United States were told that the researchers were interested in consumers’
opinions about ads and asked to answer a set of questions measuring perceptions of promotional
communications after been exposed to one of two ads with the theme reflecting either a
materialistic or VS ideology.
Specifically, 81 participants saw the ad with materialistic theme, while 80 participants saw the ad
with VS theme. In order to check for the viability of the theme manipulation participants were
asked to list up to four ad-evoked, message-related thoughts or feelings. In addition, five selfreported measures of perception of the ad’s message, adopted from Machleit et. al. [2001], were
used to assess whether each ad’s message manipulated elements intended to resonate with either
VS or materialistic set of values.
Specifically, three items (achievement, affiliation, high status) were used for the materialistic
theme check, since it has been demonstrated by Fitzmaurice and Comegys [2006] (see also Liao
and Wang [ 2009]) that consumer with higher levels of materialism actively use acquired brands
in their identity projects to signal status and prestige, thus strengthening perception of affiliation
to other consumers with desired identities and perception of achievement [Arndt et al., 2004].
The other two items (individuality, equality) were used for the voluntary simplicity appeal check
because voluntary simplifiers are "engaged in a struggle to define themselves as worthwhile and
good people" concerned about achieving communal goals promoting equality in society
[Grigsby, 2004, p. 53] and because of their personalized sense of morality [Sandlin and Walther,
2009]. Next, participants completed a measure of materialism [Richins, 2004] and the Voluntary
Simplicity Questionnaire [Shama and Wisenbilt, 1984]. In addition, the items measuring the ad-
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evoked thoughts, attitude toward the ad [Holbrook et. al., 1987], and consumer self/brand
connections [Escalas et. al, 2003], were included in the data collection instrument.
Measures and Manipulation
Materialism. A nine-item scale developed by Richins [2004] was used to measure materialism.
An example item is, ‘‘My life would be better if I owned certain things I do not have.” The nine
items were measured on a 7-point scale: 1 - strongly disagree, 7 – strongly agree, where lower
numbers represent a lower materialism and higher numbers represent a higher materialism.
Results of the reliability analysis demonstrated that this unidimensional measure of Consumer
Materialism values was reliable (Cronbach’s Alpha= .855) and exceeded the minimum suggested
level of Cronbach’s Alpha=.70 (Nunnally, 1978).
Voluntary Simplicity (VS). Voluntary simplicity is tied to the pro-environmental
movement, mindful consumption ideology, focus on self-fulfillment and

commitment to

advancing the common good [Shama and Wisenblit, 1984]. The construct was measured by
using nine items based on the inventory of the voluntary simplicity values proposed by Shama
and Wisenbilt [1984]. An example item is, “To me consumerism has something to do with
expending life energy for STUFF, much of which is unnecessary or fundamentally
unrewarding.” Subjects were asked to indicate their agreement with the VS items by providing
their response on a 6-point Likert scale (1 -strongly disagree, 2 -moderately disagree, 3 - slightly
disagree, 4 - slightly agree, 5- moderately agree, 6 - strongly agree). Results of the reliability
analysis demonstrated that this unidimensional measure of the Voluntary Simplicity values was
reliable (Cronbach’s Alpha= .731) and exceeded the minimum suggested level of Cronbach’s
Alpha=.70 (Nunnally, 1978).
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Advertising Themes. Two color print ads for the clothing brands were selected for purposes of
testing the hypothesized relationships. Clothing apparel was chosen as the advertised product
category due to its widespread familiarity and use among the sample demographic (college-aged
consumers) and because of its relevance as a product category featured in ads containing a
materialistic or a voluntary simplicity appeal. Two real brands, Element and Louise Vuitton,
were featured in the selected print ads to help increase the realism of the scenario and the
likelihood that participants’ exposure to the advertised brands would influence their realistic
feelings of being connected to the brand. In a pre-test, these two ads yielded the most neutral
and similar responses

(mean1

=.5494 and mean2.=3083, p>0.05),

on the Elaboration of

Advertising Stimuli index consisting of six 7-point items: don’t provoke imagery/ provokes
imagery, dull/ vivid, boring/ interesting, I had few thoughts in response to the ad/ I had many
thoughts in response to the ad, the ad has one meaning/ the ad has multiple meanings, the ad has
simple meanings(s)/ , the ad has rich, complex meaning(s),

and was therefore deemed

appropriate for use in the study. As can be gleaned from examining the exhibits, both ads were
very similar in their overall approach toward layout, but varied in their art design – visual
elements acted as stimuli intended to evoke either materialism- or voluntary simplicity- related
thoughts and feelings. The copy reinforced the VS theme of the Element ad. For the ad with
materialistic theme, reference was made to a young woman glamorously dressed, wearing a
driver’s hat and getting out of the old-fashioned car and a scenario which connotes wealth,
elegance and power. The ad intended to produce responses such as feeling intrigued, thoughts
about luxury, power, high class, and independence, which are likely to resonate with and evoke
feeling of being connected to the brand among respondents holding materialistic values. For the
other treatment condition, the ad with voluntary simplicity appeal made reference, visually and
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textually, to the idea of being part of the natural world as well as the notion of spirituality and
magic. For example, this ad featured a landscape background with trees and flowers and other
earthly imagery suggesting peacefulness, calmness, and simple pleasures. The young female
model featured in the ad is relaxed, mellow, comfortable, carefree. The ad alluded to
respondents’ possible past summers’ experiences and states of mind participants were likely to
have personally experienced in their lives (uniting with nature, dreaming about the future, etc.) in
the past.
Advertising Theme Manipulation Check. First, immediately following viewing of the ad, using
an open-ended response listing procedure, subjects were told to write down up to four thoughts
and feelings they had towards what was depicted or stated in the advertisement. As anticipated,
the ad with a materialistic theme produced a significantly more extensive associative network of
materialism-related thoughts per person than the ad with VS theme. Similarly, the ad with VS
theme produced a significantly more extensive associative network of VS-related thoughts per
person than the ad with materialistic theme. In addition, self-report items adapted from the
Machleit et al. [2001] were used to examine the viability of the ad-generated manipulations to
demonstrate that the ads tap the underlying sets of values. Three items (achievement, affiliation,
high status) made up the materialistic manipulation check and other two items (individuality,
equality) were used for the VS manipulation check. All items used a 5-point scale: 1 – not at all,
7 – very much so.
Process Measures. Measures of the ad-evoked thoughts after exposure to the ads were used to
examine the mediational hypotheses presented above. Two one-item measures of ad-evoked
thoughts per each experimental condition were created for this purpose. Each measure consisted
of one 5-point (not at all/very much so) scaled items, but differed in terms of their thought
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content reference, consistent with conceptualizations of cognitive responses in the marketing
literature [Machleit and Mantel, 2001]. For the materialism-related thoughts measure,
participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the following two
statements, ‘What was in the ad was consistent with the idea of good life,’ and ‘What was in the
ad was consistent with the idea of wisdom.’ The approach in this paper parallels the approach
taken by Ardelt [2003, 2008] and others who treat wisdom as a latent measurable construct.
However, the framework in this paper recognizes that people will experience different
dimensions of wisdom during exposure to the ads with different themes. When exposed to a
materialism-themed or VS-themed ad, consumers with higher levels of materialism may seek to
personalize the wisdom experience by first examining its contents from a self-directed
perspective (i.e. picturing themselves in the context of the ad), even at times when they have
never personally experienced the scenario/event depicted in the advertisement. Such a contention
is supported by findings reported by Debevec and Iyer [1988], indicating that it is common for
consumers to use the self as a referent when assessing advertising message. Measures of the
voluntary simplicity-related thoughts asked participants to indicate the extent to which they
agreed with the following two statements, ‘What was in the ad was consistent with the idea of
equality,’ and ‘What was in the ad was consistent with the idea of nostalgia.’
Doubly concrete constructs are defined as “constructs that have a simple, clear object and a
single and single-meaning attribute” [Bergkvist, 2015, p. 246]. Ad-evoked cognitive responses to
the ad meet these two criteria and, according to Rossiter (2002, 2011), a single item deems
appropriate for consideration while measuring doubly concrete constructs. Given this argument,
one-item measures were used as process measures assessing subjects’ cognitive responses to the ad.
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.Elaboration of advertising stimuli. Elaboration was measured using six 7-point semantic
differential items: -3 = doesn’t provoke imagery, dull, boring, I had few thoughts in response to
the ad, the ad has one meaning, the ad has simple meanings(s); +3 = provokes imagery, vivid,
interesting, I had many thoughts in response to the ad, the ad has multiple meanings, the ad has
rich, complex meaning(s). Results of the reliability analysis demonstrated that this measure of
involvement was reliable (Cronbach’s Alpha= .875).
Attitude toward the ad. Attitude towards the ad (Aad) was measured using a four-item scale
adopted from Holbrook and Batra [1987] anchored from -3 to +3. This choice reflects a common
practice in advertising research. The analysis of the multi-item measures of Aad conducted by
Bergkvist & Langner [2017] revealed that for Aad, an overwhelming number of researchers
have utilized either four-item or five-item scale. The scale asked participants to indicate their
reaction to the ad using the following items: ‘I dislike the ad/I like the ad,’’ I react unfavorably
to the ad/I react favorably to the ad,’’ I feel negative toward the ad/I feel positive toward the ad,’’
The ad is bad/The ad is good.’ Cronbach alpha results

. 5 supported the development of an

Aad index, formed by averaging the responses to the four 7-point scale items.
Consumer Self-Brand Connections.

The consumer self-brand connections construct was

measured using five items from Escalas and Bettman’s [2003] Self-Brand Connection (SBC)
scale. This measure of the SBC has been extensively validated [Rindfleisch et. al., 2009]. An
SBC index was developed by averaging responses to seven Likert scale items (Cronbach’s
Alpha= 0.926).
Results
Materialism and Voluntary Simplicity Values. Prior research suggested that values of voluntary
simplifiers are opposite to materialistic values because one is the antidote to the other [García-
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de-Frutos et al., 2019]. Consistent with prior research, materialism was shown to be significantly
and negatively correlated with Voluntary Simplicity (r=-.302, p<0.01).
Advertising Appeal Manipulation. The manipulation check items indicated that the materialistic
ad (M =3.12, M=3.16, M=4.55) scored higher on achievement, affiliation and high status than
the ad with the voluntary simplicity appeal (M =2.57; t(159)=2.819, p<.001; M =2.82;
t(159)=2.032, p<.05; M =2.337; t(159)=13.69, p<.001). Furthermore, the manipulation check
revealed that the ad with the voluntary simplicity appeal (M =3.775, M=2.11) scored higher on
individuality and equality than the ad with materialistic appeal (M =3.197; t(159)=-2.709, p<.05;
M =1.555; t(159)=-3.378, p<.05).
Effectiveness of Advertising Appeals The continuous measures of materialism and voluntary
simplicity were mean-centered before creating the interaction of respondents’ values
(materialism and voluntary simplicity) by advertising appeal. The interactions of the materialism
and the voluntary simplicity measure by advertising appeal were created. First, materialism,
advertising appeal, and the advertising appeal by materialism interaction were regressed onto the
brand connection. The full model was significant (F(3,157)=12.859, p<0.0001). The results
revealed a significant interaction of materialism by advertising appeal

-0.650; t(157)=-3.788,

p<0.001) all betas reported are unstandardized). While the main effect of materialism on brand
connection

.

advertising appeal
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the main effect of

-0.661; t(157)=-2.830, p<0.01) was found to be significant. A simple

slopes analysis, presented in Figure 3, was conducted to examine the slopes of the interaction
between advertising appeal and materialism at one standard deviation above (high materialism)
and below (low materialism) the mean [Aiken and West 1991]. Results revealed that the
voluntary simplicity appeal generated stronger self-brand connections for individuals with low
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levels of materialism, while materialistic appeal failed to evoke strong brand connections for
individuals with low levels of materialism. Ads with both voluntary simplicity appeal and
materialistic appeal induced strong self-brand connections among individuals with high levels of
materialism. These results support the Hypotheses H1.1 and H1.2.
Figure 3 Simple Slopes of Advertising Theme by Materialism on Brand Connection

Second, respondents’ voluntary simplicity scores, advertising theme, and the advertising theme
by voluntary simplicity interaction were regressed onto the brand connections. The full model
was significant (F(3,156)=7.474, p<0.0001). The results revealed a significant interaction of VS
by advertising theme

. 5

5

.

t(157)=-2.842, p<0.05) and advertising theme

. 5.
. 2

o h he main e ec o

-.673;

57)=2.976, p<0.05) were found to

significantly predict brand connection.
Again, a simple slopes analysis, presented in Figure 4, was conducted to examine the slopes of
the interaction between advertising theme and voluntary simplicity at one standard deviation
C91 E21 M37 Z13
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above (high VS) and below (low VS) the mean [Aiken and West 1991]. Results revealed that the
ad with a voluntary simplicity theme caused stronger brand connections for high (but not low)
voluntary simplifiers. Ads with voluntary simplicity theme and materialistic theme caused the
same level of brand connections for low voluntary simplifiers. These results support hypotheses
H2.1 and H2.2.
Figure 4 Simple Slopes of Advertising Theme by Voluntary Simplicity on Brand
Connections

Discussion
While the evidence presented above supports hypothesized interactions, it could be argued that
the advertising theme might have unintentionally manipulated thoughts about tradition and
resourcefulness rather than two systems of values: materialism and voluntary simplicity
ideology. Therefore, to rule out these potential confounds, perceptions of resourcefulness and
tradition were measured. To do so, perceptions were measured by asking participants to indicate
to what extent “What was in the ad was consistent with the idea of ……. “ on a 5-point scale: 1C91 E21 M37 Z13
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not at all, 5 – very much so. Results of this posttest revealed no significant differences in the
evoked thoughts about tradition between ads with materialistic (M =2.6) and voluntary simplicity
(M =2.23; t(159)=1.831, p>.05) themes. Similarly, there were no differences in the evoked
thoughts about resourcefulness between ads with materialistic (M =2.12 and voluntary simplicity
(M =2.47; t(159)=-1.790, p>.05) appeal.
Furthermore, it could be argued that the advertising themes might have unintentionally
evoked different levels of elaboration of ads in two experimental conditions because of the
differences in creative execution and, therefore, manipulated responses to the ads due to creative
execution rather than two types of themes: materialism and voluntary simplicity. Therefore, to
rule out this potential confound, elaboration of advertising stimuli was measured. Participants
were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the items regarding the ad they saw.
Six items are described in the measures section of the paper above. An elaboration index was
developed by averaging responses to six 7-point scale items. This posttest check measure
revealed no significant differences in the elaboration of advertising stimuli between the ads with
materialistic (M = .5494) and voluntary simplicity (M = .3083; t(159)=1.14, p>.05) appeals.
This additional analysis helped to rule out potential confounds associated with the
advertising themes.
The results presented above illustrate that matching advertising theme with consumers
values can lead to increase in consumer self-brand connections among voluntary simplifiers.
Also, as predicted, exposure to the ad led to the increase in consumer self-brand connections
among consumers with higher levels of materialism regardless of whether the theme was
materialistic or voluntary simplicity. Moreover, the results show that using any theme that helps
materialists to maintain or enhance their self helps the advertised brand. Ads with either theme
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addressed materialists identity and meaning-seeking motives and, as a result, seem to led to
stronger consumer self-brand connections among materialists.
In sum, first, while consumers with higher levels of materialism were shown to feel
strongly connected to the brand when exposed to the ad with either voluntary simplicity and
materialistic theme, consumers low in materialism were shown to form brand connections after
being exposed to an ad with a voluntary simplicity (but no materialistic) appeal. Second, while
consumers low in voluntary simplicity were shown to form brand connections of equal strength
after being exposed to the ad with either voluntary simplicity or materialistic theme, consumers
high in voluntary simplicity were shown to form strong brand connections after being exposed to
an ad with a voluntary simplicity (but no materialistic) theme.
TESTING MEDIATIONAL HYPOTHESES 3 AND 4.
Overview
The second set of hypotheses (H3–H4) predicted that exposure of individuals with higher levels
of materialism to an ad with either materialistic or VS theme or simplifiers exposure to an ad
with a theme congruent to the voluntary simplifier’s values would evoke greater levels of
cognitive responses congruent with individual’s values, and that these cognitive responses
would, in turn, affect attitudes toward the ad and self-brand connections. Accordingly, the
following analysis was conducted to examine the mediating role of the ad-evoked cognitive
responses (thoughts about good life, wisdom, nostalgia, and equality) and attitude toward the ad
on the relationship between the ad theme and self/brand connections. It is hypothesized that
thoughts congruent with voluntary simplifiers’ values, evoked during exposure to advertising,
and attitudes toward the ad form the pathways towards consumer self/brand connections. It is
also hypothesized that both ad-evoked thoughts, addressing consumers with higher levels of
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materialism identity and search for meaning motives, and positive attitudes toward the ad will
form semantic pathways towards self/brand connections among materialists. Statistical tests (the
serial multiple paths multiple mediator models) yielded results in support of two mediational
hypotheses.
TESTING HYPOTHESIS 3
This paper postulates that the independent variable, a message appeal, exerts a direct and indirect
effect on self-brand connections among consumers with high levels of materialism and proposes
parallel processes via which ad theme influences self/brand connections. This effect is exerted
through a causal chain involving three mediators: ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom, ad-evoked
thoughts about good life, and attitude towards the ad. In order to test the Hypothesis 3 the author
considers the serial four paths multiple mediator model, in which an independent variable is
modeled to exert an effect on consumer brand connections directly as well as indirectly via three
mediators forming four causal chains (pathways). The following analysis follows Figure 5 and is
conducted to test four causal chains (pathways) postulated by Hypothesis 3.
Figure 5. Estimated Research Mediation Model of Materialism and Ad Theme Interaction
Predicting Brand Connections. Ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom, good life and attitude toward
the ad are the mediators. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001.
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The moderated mediation model (Figure 5) is a serial multiple mediation model [Hayes, 2015].
H3.1 postulates that ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom mediate the effects of the interaction
between materialism and advertising appeal on consumer/brand connections. According to H3.2
ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom influence brand connection directly and indirectly via attitude
towards the ad. Hypothesis H3.3 postulates that ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom affect adevoked thoughts about good life, which, in turn, influence attitude towards the ad and further
allows an attitude towards the ad to affect consumer/brand connections. Finally, H3.4 suggests
that attitude toward the ad mediates the effect of a message appeal on consumer brand
connection.
The specific indirect effects through ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom and good life, and
attitude towards the ad in a sequence are modeled as serial multiple mediator model which paths
are freely estimated versus fixed to zero [for a discussion, see Hayes, 2013]. The indirect effects
in all hypothesized causal chains are a product of two or more regression coefficients. The
estimated regression coefficients are displayed on Figure 4. Since it is already well established
that the sampling distribution of the product of regression coefficients is not normal [Hayes,
2015], meaning the normal distribution is not the adequate sampling distribution for inference
about indirect causal effects, Hayes [2015] recommended using a bootstrapping procedure to
compute a confidence interval around the indirect effect and using the PROCESS [Hayes 2013].
Bootstrapping is shown to be superior to the Sobel test and is already implemented in software
that marketing researchers

are using for mediation analysis [Zhao, 2010]. Accordingly, the

paper tested Hypothesis 3, following the recommendations of Hayes [2015, 2013]. The
mediation model with all predictors explained 35.6% of variance in consumer/brand connections
(R2 = .3560, p < .00001). H3.1 posits that ad-related thoughts about wisdom will mediate the
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effects of the interaction term (ad theme X materialism) on consumer /brand connections
(interaction term (ad theme X materialism) -> ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom -> consumer
self/brand connections). Therefore, for the first pathway, the interaction term (ad appeal X
materialism) is the predictor variable, thoughts about wisdom is the mediator, consumer brand
connection is the dependent variable. Analysis from a bias-corrected bootstrap with 10,000
bootstrap samples using the PROCESS macro [Hayes 2013] revealed a significant mediation
effect of ad-evoke thoughts about wisdom (B=.0705, SE=.0349, 95% CI[.0147;.1512]. That is,
because the confidence interval around the indirect effect doesn’t includes zero, one can infer
that ad-related thoughts about wisdom mediate the effect of ad appeal on brand connections, and
this mediation is moderated by materialism. Thus, ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom mediate
relationship between advertising theme and consumer/brand connections and this relation is
moderated by materialism. Similar analysis was performed for the second causal chain posted
by H3.2: the ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom and attitude toward the ad , in a sequence,
mediate the effects of the materialistic theme on self/brand connections. It is the product of paths
and not the paths themselves that define the indirect effect, which is calculated as the product of
paths linking independent and dependent variable via two mediators. To examine whether the
next hypothesized pathway, ad theme X materialism -> ad-evoked thoughts about wisdom->
attitude towards the ad -> consumer self/brand connections , fits the data , the model estimation
from a bias-corrected bootstrap with 10,000 resamples using the PROCESS [Hayes, 2013] was
performed. Results of analysis revealed a significant indirect effect indicating that ad-evoked
thoughts about wisdom and attitude towards the ad, in sequence, mediate for the relationships
between an interaction of the ad theme and materialism and consumer self/brand connections
(B=.0272, SE=.0142, bootstrap 95% CI[.0044;.0597], see Figure 5).
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The hypothesis H3.3 posited the indirect effect of the interaction between ad theme and
materialism on consumer self/brand connections through all three mediators forming a causal
chain (materialism X ad theme->ad-related thoughts about wisdom-> ad-related thoughts about
good life-> attitude towards the ad-> consumer self/brand connections). Results of the analysis
using PROCESS macro revealed

a significant indirect

effect (B=.0056, SE=.0039, 95%

CI[.0004;.0154]), so it can be fairly definitively stated that the hypothesized indirect effect via all
three mediators is empirically supported. Finally, the link between the interaction term (ad theme
X materialism) and consumer/brand connections was also mediated by attitude toward the ad
(B=.1169, SE=.0595, 95% CI[.0091;.2444]. All estimated regression coefficients are displayed
on Figure 5.
Thus, results of testing of all four mediational hypotheses confirm that the effect of the ad theme
on the consumer self/brand connections among individuals with higher levels of materialism was
partially mediated in a manner specified by the causal chains posited by H3.1 – H3.4. Of
importance, a direct effect of materialistic theme on self/brand connections remained significant
(B=.4483, SE=.1240, 95% CI[.2034;.6932] indicating the case of partial mediation.
Testing hypothesis 3 extends the findings obtained when testing Hypothesis 1 and by uncovering
the mechanism underlying the effect of ad theme on consumer self-brand connections among
consumers with higher levels of materialism.
TESTING HYPOTHESIS 4
It is hypothesized that the independent variable, an advertising theme, exerts an indirect (but no
direct) effect on consumer self-brand connections among voluntary simplifiers. This effect is
exerted through the parallel causal chains involving the following mediating variables: adevoked about equality, ad-evoked nostalgic thoughts, and an attitude towards the ad.
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Accordingly, the multiple mediators model is tested, in which an independent variable, an
interaction between an advertising theme and voluntary simplicity ideology, is modeled to exert
an effect on consumer brand connections indirectly through the pathways consisting of three
aforementioned mediators. The model estimated in this analysis is depicted on Figure 6.
The model represents a process in which ad-revoked thoughts about equality to affect attitude
towards the ad and further allows an attitude towards the ad to affect consumer self/brand
connections.

The model also represents a process, parallel to the previous one, in which

nostalgic thoughts to influence self/brand connection directly and to affect attitude towards the
ad and further allows an attitude towards the ad to affect consumer self-brand connections.
Figure 6. Estimated Research Mediation Model of Voluntary Simplicity Ad Theme Predicting
Brand Connections. Ad-evoked thoughts about equality, nostalgic thoughts, and attitude towards
the ad are the mediators, *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

The downstream effect of the interaction of voluntary simplicity theme and consumer VS
ideology on consumer self/brand connections via ad-evoked thoughts about equality, nostalgic
thoughts, and attitude towards the ad using a serial multiple mediator model in the PROCESS
macro with 10,000 bootstrap samples [Hayes, 2013] was examined next.
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In a way similar to the mediational analysis performed earlier, the specific indirect effect through
ad-evoked thoughts about equality, nostalgic thoughts, and the attitude toward the ad is modeled
as a multiple mediator model. The estimated regression coefficients are displayed on Figure 6.
The effect of an interaction of a voluntary simplicity theme and consumer VS ideology on
consumer self/brand connections through three hypothesized pathways, using the PROCESS
[Hayes 2013], was tested.
H4.1 posits that ad-related nostalgic thoughts will mediate the effects of an interaction of the
voluntary simplicity theme and consumer VS ideology on self/brand connections (an interaction
of message theme X consumer VS ideology -> ad-evoked nostalgic thoughts

-> brand

connections). The analysis of this pathway from a bias-corrected bootstrap with 10,000
resamples using the PROCESS macro [Hayes, 2013] revealed a significant mediation effect
(B=.111, SE=.0523, 95% CI[.0226;.2276]. Therefore, it is concluded that the indirect effect of a
voluntary simplicity appeal on brand connections among simplifiers through ad-evoked nostalgic
thoughts is significant. Hence, ad-evoked nostalgic thoughts mediate the impact of the ad theme
on consumer self/brand connections among simplifiers. A similar analysis was conducted for the
second pathway hypothesized by H4.2 (message theme X VS -> Ad-evoked thoughts about
equality -> self/brand connections). The model estimation from a bias-corrected bootstrap with
10,000 resamples using the PROCESS macros [Heyes, 2013] revealed a significant indirect
effect (B=.1140, SE=.0683, 95% CI[.0117;.2727], indicating that ad-evoked thoughts about
equality mediate the effect of an ad theme on brand connections among simplifiers. Finally, the
third pathway was tested (ad theme -> ad-evoked thoughts about equality-> attitude towards the
ad-> self-brand connections). The analysis using the PROCESS macro [Hayes, 2013] produced
the bootstrap confidence interval with 10,000 resamples and revealed a significant effect
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(B=.044, SE=.0296, 95% CI[.0028;.1148]). It can be fairly definitively stated that this
hypothesized indirect effect via two mediators is empirically supported. Thus, the above results
of testing of all three mediational hypotheses in their totality support the research model.
Importantly, the mediational analysis provides a reason why matching advertising theme with
simplifiers values leads to stronger consumer self/brand connections. When the ad features a VS
theme, it evokes VS ideology-congruent nostalgic thoughts and thoughts about equality, which
increased consumer self-brand connection. The thoughts about equality also strengthen a positive
attitude towards the ad which, in turn, strengthen consumer self/brand connections. A direct
effect of a voluntary simplicity theme on self-brand connections among voluntary simplifiers
was insignificant (95% CI[-.1529;.5870], as expected. Testing hypothesis 4 extends the findings
obtained when testing hypothesis 2 by uncovering the mechanism underlying the effect of an ad
theme congruent with VS values on consumer self/brand connections among simplifiers.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Summary of Findings and Theoretical Contributions
This study is the first to compare the effects of consumer materialism and voluntary simplicity
ideology on self/brand connections, and to compare the underlying cognitive and attitudinal
pathways towards consumer self/brand connections. Previously, materialism and voluntary
simplicity have been studied separately by marketing scholars, making it difficult to identify
similarities or differences between them as predictors of important and managerially relevant
outcomes. Past research is extended by showing that materialism leads to formation of strong
self/brand connections after exposure to advertising with either materialistic or voluntary
simplicity theme. The results also show that voluntary simplicity ideology leads to strong
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self/brand connections after exposure to advertising with ideologically congruent theme only.
These findings extend previous research by showing that simplifiers are influenced by marketing
messages that are ideologically congruent (but not ones that are incongruent). As a result, the
predisposition of both consumers with higher levels of materialism and consumers-simplifiers to
form self/brand connections, when exposed to the ad with VS theme, appears to be strikingly
similar.
Results also reveal that, while both materialism and VS ideology exert positive effects on
self/brand connections, they do so for fundamentally different reasons: materialistic consumers
have strong transformation expectations toward advertised brand and connect in an effort to
acquire or maintain wisdom and make themselves happier, when seeking identity maintenance
and/or enhancement, while voluntary simplifiers form self/brand connections in an effort to recreate themselves as moral agents who are living a life of purpose. Therefore, although the
process of forming self/brand connections among consumers with higher levels of materialism
and simplifiers may often appear to be very similar, the underlying mechanisms are very
different. This finding is important because it suggests that marketing messages targeted to these
two groups of consumers should be concepted accordingly.
The results of the present study offer preliminary support for the notion that ads with VS
theme are capable of prompting the evocation of cognitive responses congruent with underlying
motivations of simplifiers and consumers with higher levels of materialism. Moreover, it is these
motivationally determined cognitive responses that were shown in this study to have the greater
influence on consumers’
self/brand connections, either directly or indirectly, via attitude toward the ad.
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Therefore, it would appear that ads that have Voluntary Simplicity theme (even those ads for
which the targeted market may have embraced mainstream consumer ideology) may successfully
connect with the individual at a personal level – calling into question the need for advertisers to
always consider developing advertisements with only a very targeted theme (tailored to
simplifiers or consumers with high levels of materialism) in mind. It was shown that, despite
widespread believe that voluntary simplifiers value goods for function and not for the symbolic
nature, and abandon brand conscious values, appealing to the ideological believes of simplifiers
significantly enhances their self/brand connections. The enhanced self/brand connections can
optimize simplifiers’ spending patterns to create better situations for sustainable consumption
while enabling simplifiers to maintain signal (to themselves and others) their moral identity.
From a managerial perspective, recognizing and exploiting individuals’ materialistic and
voluntary simplicity values and responses to marketing actions can be proposed as a useful
segmentation tool. The conducted study suggests that marketers may benefit from taking into
consideration VS and materialistic value orientations of consumers when fostering self/brand
connections, by employing messages with VS theme when targeting consumers with high levels
of materialism and simplifiers, and employing messages with VS theme only when targeting
simplifiers, thus creating a balanced mix of the messages allowing to reach several targeted
markets.
Continuing to build a better understanding of how consumers with different value orientations
form self/brand relationships is critical for marketing researcher. In our age of impulsive and
complicated consumerism, voluntary simplifiers confront the question while encountering the
marketing message: “Is this brand going to be helpful or is it going to be detrimental? Is it going
to bolster our life together, as a community, or is it going to somehow tear it down? ” It looks
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like at the core of VS philosophy regarding the relationships with the brands is the following
trade-off: the simplifiers prioritize benefits generated by acting intentionally about brands over
benefits lost from the brands they decide not to connect with. Simplifiers are taking personal
responsibility for making decisions in a way that’s consistent with their core values. They also
connect efforts to be a “conscientious consumers” with issues relating to social justice and
sustainability. Part of what makes this approach towards forming self/brand connections so
effective is that the very act of being selective about your brands will bring simplifiers
satisfaction, typically much more that what they lost from the brands you decide to avoid.
Consumers with higher levels of materialism are seeking transformational befits from the brands
depicted in marketing messages and the sense of meaning comes from acting with intention. The
meaningful glow comes from forming relationships with the brands defined by a narrative of
transformation and a purposeful life, giving materialists the meanings that yield the bulk of their
satisfaction with life. Identifying consumer values and matching them with appropriate brand
narratives will not only help firms increase their bottom-line, but can also help consumers feel
that they life is intentional and meaningful.
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